A twin study approach towards understanding genetic contributions to body size and metabolic rate.
The genetic and environmental determinants of a brief assessment of metabolic rate at rest and under psychological stress were studied in 40 pairs of monozygotic and 40 pairs of dizygotic young adult male twins. Height, weight and age were employed as covariates. Univariate analyses showed a high heritability for height and weight and moderate heritability for metabolic rate. Classical twin analyses and multivariate genetic modeling indicated that genetic influences on resting metabolic rate were entirely explained by body weight: there was no independent genetic contribution to resting metabolic rate. Metabolic rate under psychological stress, on the other hand, showed a significant genetic effect. The exponent (3/4) in the power function relating body weight to resting metabolic rate was the same as that found in a wide variety of animal species, a value that has been proposed as defining a body weight set point. We speculate that an adult body weight set point is genetically transmitted. Independent genetic effects on resting metabolic rate would be observed only when the normal equilibrium between body weight and metabolic rate is unbalanced during development, aging or disease. The study illustrates the use of multivariate genetic analyses of twin data which may be readily applied to widely used metabolic rate assessments.